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MISREPRESENTED is a
podcast that tells stories
that widen the narrative
about South Asia's role
in world history.  

Episode 2 is about how
false stories enter the
historical narrative.
Thematically, the episode
spans

- The Mughal Empire
- The British Raj
- Independent India 

The podcast can be
accessed here as well as
on platforms such as
Spotify and Apple
Podcasts

This accompanying guide
provides ideas for how to
use the podcast in your
classroom.

SUMMARY

Covers political and government
changes in South Asia over the past
500 years

Explains how global trends affect
regional politics

Expands thinking about indigenous
responses to colonialism

HOW WILL THIS
HELP MY
STUDENTS?

Assess 4 Common Core Standards
Pear Deck compatible 
Perfect for a sub day!

High Bloom's Taxonomy
Aligned with C3 Framework
Discussion prompts for teachers

High student engagement
Option to differentiate

Included are lesson plans for three
optional activities. 

QUIZ

DISCUSSION

JIGSAW LESSON

WHAT'S
INCLUDED?

TEACHER OVERVIEW
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https://link.chtbl.com/d362yW5l?sid=teacherguide


I can cite specific
textual evidence to
support analysis of
primary and secondary
sources.

I can analyze a series of
events described in a
text; determine
whether earlier events
caused later ones or
simply preceded them.

I can determine the
meaning of words as
they are used in a text.

I can read and
comprehend
history/social studies
texts in the grades 9-10
text complexity band
independently and
proficiently.

OBJECTIVES Assign this quiz after students listen to
"The Myth of the Pink City." This quiz is
easy to prepare and grade using the
included Teacher Answer Key. You can
also leave this Teacher’s Guide for your
substitute teacher. 

OVERVIEW

(35 mins) Direct students to listen to
Episode 1 "The Myth of the Pink
City," either at home or as a class.
(2 mins) Share the Pear Deck link
with each student or display it in
front of the entire class.
(10-20 mins) Complete the quiz by
allowing students to move at their
individual pace (assign Pear Deck as
“Student-Paced Activity”) or discuss
the correct answer as a class after
each question (assign Pear Deck as
“Instructor-Paced Activity”)

SUGGESTED USE

TEACHER'S GUIDE: QUIZ (1/2)
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Podcast episode "The Myth of the
Pink City"
Technology for students to listen to
podcast and view/answer the quiz
Pear Deck Quiz (also available on
Google Slides)
Quiz Answer Key (see page 3)

MATERIALS

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1clLLMAyKu9_CcWehtujFwHHtoH48y7TujEJE1TzV0XM/copy
http://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://sharepeardeck.com/zxamqr
https://sharepeardeck.com/zxamqr
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1axW8n7nMJJgsbJHdlGLVWmBbHWqQ_FoCYr7NZnm_f2s/edit?usp=sharing


This quiz was designed to align
with Common Core Literacy
standards for grade 9-10 history
& social studies. 

The chart below details which
standards this quiz meets.

COMMON CORE

TEACHER'S GUIDE: QUIZ (2/2)
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STANDARD

RH.9-10.1

THIS
QUIZ

RH.9-10.2

RH.9-10.3

RH.9-10.4

RH.9-10.5

RH.9-10.6

RH.9-10.7

RH.9-10.8

RH.9-10.9

RH.9-10.10

 (D) a powerful person                
k
 (A) I and II                         
k
 (B) secondary source                     
k
 (B) II and III                       
k
(B) During this 
 movement, the Jaipur
Maharaja, of his own
accord, provided refuge
for all of the ranked
British officials.        k       
.          
(A) Earlier events caused
later ones to occur.            

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ANSWER KEY

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1squouzTnjZW_lFPoYqQHP42Y3YvmwD4ohqMsLCtK7wA/edit


Use these questions after students
listen to "The Myth of the Pink City" to
enrich their understanding of history
objectives. 

The questions are accompanied by
“prompts” for teachers, enabling you to
more easily prepare.

OVERVIEW

(25 mins) Direct students to listen to
"The Myth of the Pink City," either
individually at home or as a class.

(2 mins) Share the discussion
questions by displaying them in
front of the class or printing a copy
for each group.

(15-20 mins) Guide your students
through the discussion prompts,
either as a class or in small groups. 

SUGGESTED USE

TEACHER'S GUIDE:
DISCUSSION
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Explain how and why
various land-based
empires developed and
expanded from 1450 to
1750

Explain how rulers used a
variety of methods to
legitimize and consolidate
their power in land-based
empires from 1450 to 1750

Compare and contrast land
based empires with
colonial empires

OBJECTIVES

Podcast episode "The Myth of
the Pink City"

Discussion questions (see page
5)

Discussion guide for teachers
(see pages 6-7)

MATERIALS

https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education


A) Summarize the episode’s thesis for how the Jaipur dynasty maintained power
for so long. 

B) Explain how the dynasty used myths to legitimize and consolidate power. 

QUESTION 1

DISCUSSION
QUESTIONS
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Explain how the role of the Jaipur dynasty changed over time. What inferences
can be made about other regional kingdoms in South Asia?

QUESTION 2

How does the story of the Durbar incident affect our understanding of
colonialism? 

QUESTION 4

Compare the British and Mughal strategies for obtaining, retaining, and
exercising power.

QUESTION 3



the Rajput lineage
the origin of Jaipur’s color scheme
a longstanding dedication to Indian independence.

A) Summarize the episode’s thesis for how the Jaipur dynasty maintained power
for so long. 

The dynasty used myth making and strategic diplomacy to gain, 
consolidate, and maintain power throughout the centuries.

B) Explain how the dynasty used myths to legitimize and consolidate power. 

Myths include 

QUESTION 1

DISCUSSION PROMPTS
FOR TEACHERS (1/2)
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Explain how the role of the Jaipur dynasty changed over time. What inferences
can be made about other regional kingdoms in South Asia?

Jaipur started as a small, local kingdom. Then Jaipur played an integral role
in growing and maintaining the Mughal empire. Afterwards, they played a
supporting role in the British Raj. Later after independence, they lost
governing power due to India’s democracy. Now they play a role as
individuals in India’s legislative system and maintain soft power through art
and tourism.

QUESTION 2



DISCUSSION PROMPTS
FOR TEACHERS (2/2)
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The British didn’t conquer Jaipur through military means
Aligning themselves with the British gave Jaipur a strategic advantage
The Jaipur dynasty lost power after India gained independence

How does the story of the Durbar incident affect our understanding of
colonialism? 

Help students expand on the Jaipur examples to larger scale thinking of
colonialism as a whole. Possible points of discussion:

QUESTION 4

The Mughals first obtained their power over South Asia using military
means. On the other hand, the British used economic means to first gain
power. 

The Mughal and British empires both relied on alliances to retain their
power. However, the Mughals used marriage to build their alliances,
whereas the British built military and trade alliances. 

The Mughals were more of a land-based power. This is because they
didn’t send money home since they made South Asia their new home. On
the other hand, the British sent money and resources home which
drained South Asia of its resources; therefore they employed colonial
rule. 

Compare the British and Mughal strategies for obtaining, retaining, and
exercising power.

QUESTION 3



I can cite specific textual
evidence to support
analysis of primary and
secondary sources.

I can proficiently read and
comprehend history/social
studies texts in the grades
9-10 text complexity band

I can compare the point of
view of two authors.

 

OBJECTIVES Lead your class through an inquiry-
based jigsaw lesson after listening
to the podcast. Students will read
resources individually and then
work in groups to answer the
guiding question:

Using the podcast episode and the two
additional sources, critique Kahaani’s
interpretation for how the Jaipur
dynasty maintained power for so long.

OVERVIEW

(25 mins) Direct students to
listen to the podcast episode,
either individually or as a class.
(This can also be assigned as
homework the class prior).
(2 mins) Share the links to the
two resources and split your
class in half. 
(5 mins) Assign one group to
read resource 1 and the other to
read resource 2. Reading can be
done individually or as a group.
(10-15 mins) Assign two
students from each group into a
new team of four. Direct each
team to answer the guiding
question.

DIRECTIONS

TEACHER'S GUIDE:
JIGSAW LESSON
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Podcast Episode and annotated
transcript

Source 1: New York Times article

Source 2: Excerpts from "A History
of Jaipur" (page 9)

Technology for students to listen
to podcast and read the sources

MATERIALS

https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://misrepresented.kahaani.io/pinkcity?sid=education
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTKXM5kHFlxNcn-j6z-EHMbjQ9DDynwHmiMrzSCwcIGSt4PgG70Qb-i4U_lQNpCeg/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/e/2PACX-1vRGAVc1j9TRn0TjZ2BdF6jQXvEpGxTCYpy6Ul72353dmJtXmZsSEpsvdrIXfFqwgA/pub
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1971/11/16/79165282.pdf?pdf_redirect=true&ip=0
https://www.theheritagelab.in/delhi-durbar-1911/
https://www.theheritagelab.in/delhi-durbar-1911/


Sarkar, Jadunath. A History of Jaipur: C. 1503-1938. Orient Longman, 1994.
View full book here

A HISTORY OF JAIPUR

SOURCE TWO EXCERPT A
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https://books.google.com/books?id=O0oPIo9TXKcC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false


Sarkar, Jadunath. A History of Jaipur: C. 1503-1938. Orient Longman, 1994.
View full book here

A HISTORY OF JAIPUR

SOURCE TWO EXCERPT B
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https://books.google.com/books?id=O0oPIo9TXKcC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false


Get an annotated transcript of the episode at
kahaani.io/pink-city

Supplement your lessons with diverse primary
sources from kahaani.io/library

Follow us on Instagram for history memes and
short stories @instagram.com/kahaani.io

Sign up for our newsletters on our website at
kahaani.io

CAN’T GET ENOUGH? 
WANT MORE?

Thank you for supporting Kahaani! 

By using our podcast in your classroom, you are helping widen
the historical narrative. 

If you have any questions, comments or concerns, reach out to
Kahaani’s Curriculum Design Team at education@kahaani.io

THANK YOU!
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https://www.kahaani.io/pink-city
https://www.kahaani.io/library
http://www.instagram.com/kahaani.io
https://www.kahaani.io/
mailto:education@kahaani.io

